Finding materials in the Green-Field Library collection.

If you’re looking for a particular book or video on Alzheimer's disease or other dementias, search the Online Catalog to see if we own it. Once you find what you need, check out the information on How to Borrow

Here’s how to start your search.

- First, choose from 3 methods of searching.
  - Simple Search
  - Browse Search
  - Advanced Search

- What’s in the catalog? Titles of book, journals, and videos like DVD and VHS
- What’s not in the catalog? Fulltext of books, articles or clips of videos
Select Simple Search.
• In **Simple Search**, type a keyword that relates to your topic like *activities* or *bathing*.

![Simple Search example](image)

• In **Browse Search**, type the **first** word in the title or the author's **last** name.

![Browse Search example](image)
• In **Advanced Search**, expand the screen to see more options. Search on exact phrases, various formats like book or DVD, or publication year.

Before expanding, the screen looks like this:
After expanding, the screen looks like this:

- Select search type and then type a keyword. If you’re looking for newer items, limit your search by year.
  Example
  In this example, we’re looking for books on *bathing* published between 2005 and 2009.
Example

In this example, we’re looking for videos published between 2005 and 2009. Inside a box: Here’s a search tip:

- Find VHS and DVD formats quickly by searching on the word “videorecording”.
Lastly, note the number of items you find. In this search, there are 70 unique records. Link to the items to read more about the videos.
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